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MEETING Wednesday 25th January 2017 Birding in Peru: Amazon, Andes and the Coast – Tim Dean –
Tim is a well renowned birdwatcher of the highest quality. For this reason, he has been in charge of the Rare
Birds committee in Northumberland for a number of years. Tim is an excellent speaker with an array of superb
photographs. His talk on the birds of Peru should be a real winter warmer.
Tim has been the County Bird Recorder for Northumberland for the last ten years and is the lead author and
editor of the Northumbria Bird Atlas, published in 2015. However his life in birding has taken him to at least
50 countries in search of birds and at our January meeting he will be talking about some of his South American
sightings and experiences.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Remember that subs are due in January. Still no increase - £10 single, £17.50 for two or more
at the same address. Reduced rates for existing members for 2017 (£6 and £10). Please
make cheques to Alnwick Wildlife Group and bring to any meeting from November onwards
or post to:
Richard Poppleton, Greystone Cottage, Titlington Mount, Alnwick NE66 2EA
Please try not to forget. Chasing subscriptions is a thankless task.

Please send sightings reports for November, no later than 6th January 2017 to: Ian & Keith Davison, The
Bungalow, Branton, Powburn, NE66 4LW or Tel: 01665 578 357 or email to redsquirrel@alnwickwildlifegroup.
co.uk Copies of the monthly Newsletter and sightings will be made available on the web site one month after
the paper publication.
AWG welcomes contributions for the newsletter and items for inclusion should be submitted by the 12th of
the month to redsquirrel@alnwickwildlifegroup.co.uk

A Ringers Year
Nov 2016: I did little ringing in November due to being lucky enough to spend most of the month watching
wildlife in New Zealand but I returned to an interesting report from the BTO – saying that a juvenile Chiffchaff we
ringed at Howick on the 5th August 2016 was recaptured alive on its migration to Africa. This was at Orfordness.
Suffolk on the 22nd October and the bird was a whole gram heavier (8.0g); quite a lot for a small bird. I have
then had to spend a few days completing ‘end of the year’ paperwork for the BTO on ‘Nest Records’, ‘Ringing
Adults for Survival’ and Schedule One (rare breeding birds) reporting. Much of this reporting concerned this
year Barn Owls:
The owls were very late nesting and many young were not fledged until the autumn. To get a complete picture
it would be necessary to have data from every barn owl nest in Northumberland. However, this study (of over
100 nest sites in north Northumberland) indicates that the total number of breeding owls was low (but slightly
better than 2015) with 23 successful nests and 73 owlets being ringed although seven nests failed (the highest
figure I have recorded in 10 years. The weather was again the predominate limiting factor in the success of Barn
Owls in North Northumberland. Met. Office data records that the winter was the second wettest since 1910 and
January was exceptionally wet in North East England. April was cool and wet and the weather did not become
settled until August. Some owls tried to nest in April and early May but most of these subsequently failed (as
the adults were in a poor condition and underweight). However, at least two of these pairs were later successful
with replacement broods in the same sites. As the year progressed, some adults were able to gain weight and
start nesting. This led to pulli fledging in August, September and as late as October. Some adult pairs occupied
nest sites/boxes for much of the year but never actually nested. 12 new adult Barn Owls were ringed and 21
were re-trapped (including 8 Controls). One of the successful female breeders (after a replacement brood) was
originally ringed in 2011 in Dumfries; and has been in the Craster area since 2012 (see pic.). Another successful
pair occupied a new box put up near Boulmer in late February this year and the female proved to be a bird
ringed as an owlet in June 2011 at Lesbury.
Jackdaws did occupy some sites and prevented some owls from breeding. Only three pairs of Kestrels nested in
boxes; and one of these broods disappeared under suspicious circumstances.
Successful nests were near: Netherwitton, Boulmer, Craster, Warkworth, Longhorsley, Howick, Wooler, Lowick,
Fallowdon, Lesbury, Alnwick, Amble, Allerdean, Newham, Rock, Snitter.
Thanks are due to everyone who helped me with this monitoring.
Phil Hanmer

A Ringer & Trainer

Natural History Society of Northumbria Ringing Group (Hancock Museum)
E-mail: tytoalbas@btinternet.com

Female Barn Owl on left
Male Barn Owl on right
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PLANT CORNER
Recently I’ve been quite disappointed at my lack of skill in identifying trees and shrubs in winter.
Not conifers - I’ve got a bit better with them – but deciduous trees. When I have difficulty with bird
song (as I do) I can put it down to an innately poor ability to hold song patterns in my memory. But
with winter trees it’s been a failure to concentrate on the things I should be looking for to give me a
decent chance of getting the right answer.
So let’s assume you’ve come across a woody plant in mid-winter. Where do you start? First you
look at the branches to see if there are any of last year’s leaves or fruits still attached. Beech often
holds its leaves until late in the winter, while Alder will often have the old spent cones on its twigs.
At the same time you might, with some trees, see the early developing flowers, usually in the form of
catkins. Birch catkins often start appearing quite early.
Next you could look on the ground for fallen leaves. Sycamore leaves, often with their black ‘tar’
spots, tend to keep their shape for a long time, as
do Oak leaves. In woodland be a bit careful
because dead leaves may have blown about and
no longer be under the tree that shed them.
Tree bark can sometimes be helpful. Silver
Birch, of course, is very distinctive although
telling the difference between Silver and Downy
Birches from the bark alone is not so easy.
Sweet Chestnut bark has deep grooves that
often twist around the trunk.
As often as not, though, you will be left with the
bare twigs. A couple of common species have such distinctive twigs that
you can immediately be sure what you’ve got. Horse Chestnut’s big sticky buds and equally
obvious horseshoe-shaped leaf scars are easy to see and the hard conical black buds of Ash can’t
easily be mistaken for anything else.

Then it starts getting more difficult. You must look first at the arrangement of the buds on the stems.
Are they in opposite pairs, or are they alternate or even spirally arranged? We’ll assume that you’ve
got a twig with buds in opposite pairs and that it isn’t either Ash or Horse Chestnut. Now take a
closer look at the buds – better the lateral (side) rather than the terminal ones. If they are distinctly
raggedy then it’s Elder. If they are more or less smooth then you need to check their size (<2mm or
2mm long); their shape (slender and pointed or stout and rounded); whether they are hairy or
smooth; and very importantly whether they have bud scales and if so, how many on each bud.
Some examples of opposite-leaved species are:









Dogwood – small smooth buds with no bud scales
Guelder Rose – just two scales on each bud
Japanese Maple and Snowberry - 3 bud scales, but buds <2mm long
Field Maple - buds longer than 2mm and hairy
Spindle Tree and Forsythia – buds 2mm; not hairy and slender and pointed
Norway Maple – buds 2mm; not hairy; stout & rounded; deep red; often paired terminal buds
Sycamore – as for Norway Maple, but buds green and terminal bud single
Lilac – as for Sycamore, but very small leaf scars
A few examples are pictured. I’m sorry
the images are a bit fuzzy.

Ash Sycamore Birch

Alder

Elder

Hazel

Beech

So you get the idea. You have to pay
attention to detail, especially when you
are just learning the characteristics of
each species. As you become better at
it you are likely to be able to do what
the birders do; tell many species at a
glance from the ‘Jizz’. My dictionary
says this means “the total
characteristics that make up an
individual of a species”, but really it’s
more like the instant impression you
get, born of experience, without having
to analyse it too closely.

We must say something about twigs which have alternate or spirally-arranged buds. A good
starting point is to look for any thorns or spines. Thorns are growths from the sides of the twig or
stem and any true woody shrub or tree with thorns is a Rose. Getting closer to the actual species is
hard enough when the plant is in leaf and flower, so identifying a Rose in winter probably isn’t a
good idea.
Spines are pointed tips to twigs.
If they are long and have buds
along the sides of the spine then
you’ve got Blackthorn. Cherryplum is another very earlyflowering roadside shrub or small
tree, so to know that on this
Blackthorn
species the buds are carried on
Cherry-plum
separate small spurs on the twig and not along the sides of the
spine can be a useful distinction from Blackthorn. If the spines are short then you’ve got either
Hawthorn, or Crab Apple where the spines are fewer and less damaging to you if you get
entangled.

Finally I’ll list some alternate-budded species that are not so easy to tell apart in the winter.
Beech – Buds are straight and pointed; never pressed against the twig; scales brown to dark brown
Hornbeam – Buds slightly curved and pressed against the stem; scales green with brown edges
Rowan – The whole of the bud scales are hairy, including the edges
Whitebeam – Only the edges of the bud scales are hairy
Pedunculate (English) Oak – Buds dark red-brown; few (<20) scales on each bud
Sessile Oak – Buds pale red-brown; many (>20) scales on each bud
Downy Birch – Terminal twigs often hairy; never with whitish warts
Silver Birch – Terminal twigs never hairy, always with whitish warts
Goat Willow – Buds greenish brown, oval, rather plump and bluntly pointed
Grey Willow – Buds red, slim, pointed, pressed close to stem

Silver Birch

Downy Birch
Pedunculate Oak

If identifying woody plants in winter is something you would like to pursue, then the best
identification guide is probably the Field Studies Council AIDGAP Guide:
www.field-studies-council.org
A guide to the identification of deciduous broad-leaved trees and shrubs in winter
by Andrew May and Jonathan Panter
Richard Poppleton

Micro-moths – Pyralidae (2)
For this second part covering the Pyralidae group (which finishes the micro-lepidoptera), I will give examples
from various families that you may come across in the county, most of which fly by day or at dusk.
Firstly, two very similar day flying moths whose larvae feed on Mints, Thyme and Marjoram. The first tends to
be restricted in this county to the Whin Sill grasslands while the second is found in damp and coastal dune areas
as well. Both have a wingspan of 18 – 20 mm.

Purple and Gold Pyrausta aurata
Local: Main flight period June-July

Crimson and Gold Pyrausta purpuralis
Can be locally common
Main flight period June-August

Next, here are two common moths that are large enough to be mistaken for macro-moths. The Small Magpie
has a wingspan of around 30 mm, while the Mother of Pearl is larger still at around 40 mm. The larvae of both
species feed on nettles and are widely distributed over the lowlands and coast

Small Magpie Anania hortulata

Mother of Pearl Pleuroptya ruralis

Fairly common: Flight period May-August

Very common: Flight period May-August

Next, a fairly common species that turns up occasionally in houses as well as at lights. The Bee Moth is so named
because the larva feed on the nest debris, wax and sometimes even the larvae of bees and wasps, though rarely
in such numbers as to seriously damage the colony. The adults are sexually dimorphic as can be seen below.

Female Bee Moth Aphomia sociella

Male Bee Moth Aphomia sociella

Wingspan: 32-34 mm

Wingspan: 30 -32 mm

Finally, below are a couple of common species from the Udea genera that are easily disturbed by day and also
come to lights at night. The larvae of both feed in spinnings on a wide range of plants and so are likely to be
found in nearly any habitat in Northumberland.

Udea lutealis

Udea olivalis

Extremely common: Flight period June-August

Fairly Common: Flight period June-July

Wingspan: 22-25 mm

Wingspan: 20-23 mm

That is my lot for now, although I will try to keep you up to date with any interesting local moth news that turns
up.
Alan Fairclough.

Meeting of Wednesday 30th November
George began by telling the audience of 32 some good news about increasing
numbers of Golden Eagles in Scotland – which raises the hope that we might,
once more, get a breeding pair in Northumberland. He also produced a photo
of an Octopus Stinkhorn fungus (Clathrus archeri) that he’d found in the College
Valley near the Hethpool carpark. This is an alien fungus, native to Australia and
New Zealand.
Then Charlotte Foster talked to us about the Co Coast Project which concentrates
on ‘Citizen Science of the Shore’. Charlotte is the Field Assistant to the project, working from the Dove Marine
Laboratory, which is part of the University of Newcastle.
Newcastle University runs and coordinates the nation-wide project, which is funded by the Heritage Lottery
Fund. Citizen Science is all about getting an army of volunteers involved in field science under the direction
of professional scientists. Having many volunteers gives a very much larger coverage of data than could be
achieved by the professionals on their own. It also raises public awareness of the importance of our coasts. The
project tries always to balance the scientific advantages with the advantages to the ‘citizens’ themselves.
•

The advantages of this approach are:

•

To provide a very large monitoring effort

•

To develop data entry skills

•

To deal with sample analysis – e.g..listening to and categorising recordings of whale song

•

To get involved in model exploration by using multiple home computers to study large sets of data to look
for patterns

•

To get involved in field experiments.

‘Capturing our Coast’ is all about the intertidal zone – particularly on rocky shores. This is a very dynamic
environment that potentially will change with every tide. There are many partner organisations around the
country, such as universities and conservation organisations. The main aim is to map the frequency and
distribution of species all around the British coast. For example in the Big Sea Survey from 2008 to 2011 357
volunteers provided the evidence base which led to the designation of our own coast as a Marine Conservation
Zone.
Nationally more than 3000 volunteers have been recruited with the target of 5000. For those who want to
get involved but who can’t do the field work there will be opportunities for internet involvement. The project
provides the necessary equipment, identification guides and training days. Each volunteer will be encouraged
to gain an expertise with a pack of 8 species. But there are also bioblitz days which allow a wider range of
organisms to be identified and counted.
A good public involvement exercise (which AWG might try to do next summer) is to do beach walks and count
stranded jellyfish. This is a sandy rather than a rocky shore project.
The work aims:
•

to build up a big set of baseline data

•

to look at the movements of shifting species such as Poli’s Stellate Barnacle

•

to look at invasive species, e.g. the alien seaweed, Wireweed

•

to look at the distribution of common species

•

to record the presence of rare species such as China Limpet and the Honeycomb Worm

•

to look at community structures, e.g. the organisms living amongst the holdfasts of kelp

•

to look at organisms living on artificial substrates and structures

•

to study the timing of breeding and reproductive cycles

All the data collected is fed into the enormous NBN (National Biodiversity Network) database which allows
public access. https://data.nbn.org.uk
If you are interested in the possibility of getting involved, you could try the various on-line possibilities shown at
the bottom of this leaflet:

This is a very belated “Thank you” from Northumbrian Hedgehog Rescue Trust
For the funds Alnwick Wildlife Group donated which enabled us to buy an incubator. At least now we are able to
report on the extent of the use of the incubator. Initially we wanted one to care for baby hoglets separated from
their mothers. We had previously used heatpads but the hoglets moved or fell off the heatpads. The incubator
has proved so much more effective with its ‘all round’ heat.
We have also been able to use the incubator for the vast majority of hedgehogs which are brought to us. Hogs
that are sick, under nourished or injured are most likely to also be suffering from hypothermia. A few hours
in the incubator makes all the difference and they can then be transferred to a cage with a heatpad. There
have been times when 4 or 5 hedgehogs have been soaking up the warmth together and it has been liken to a
‘Hedgehog Spa’
It has become our ICU and just like the NHS we have been under very heavy demand this year. We recognise
that there are many reasons. Sadly many other ‘rescue’ centres across the North East have closed. We have had
hedgehogs brought in from Teeside and North Yorks! The weather has created early and late ‘litters’ of babies
and hedgehog mothers have been abandoning under developed youngsters from late October for us to look
after. It is unprecedented with 5 or 6 daily being brought to the centre in the last week of November. Early
Autumn was very dry and presented huge problems for hogs. We haven’t been able to achieve enough weight
gain to release the majority of these as they need to be 500g to survive in hibernation. We go into the Winter
with at least 120 hedgehogs to care for. Our hope is that those able will hibernate for as long as possible!
Our higher profile over the last year or so may well account for some additional demand but we are heartened
that so many of the public are prepared to bring hedgehogs to us (one lady came in a taxi from Prudoe!),
support us by releasing hogs into their gardens and provide food for them and for those who help us raise funds.
Thanks again for your support it is much appreciated.
Sandra Carrott (Trustee of Northumbria Hedgehog Rescue)

Stewchat
As I write this the days are almost as short as they can be. Its not light in the morning until 8am and is dark
shortly after 4pm. Opportunities for watching wildlife are very short now, during the working week, but, already
some birds are thinking of spring days.
Around Howick the last few days have heard Mistle Thrushes in full song, Tawny Owls and Crossbills are in song
and Grey Partridges have begun to ‘creak’ in the fields. In Seahouses Harbour, Eiders are crooning to each other
in small tight parties, reinforcing pairs bonds or establishing new relationships. By the time Christmas arrives,
Fulmars will be testing the ledges on cliffs up our coast.
But, I seem to be ahead of myself here. What has been going on in November?
On 6th a strong NE wind made for a good seawatch off craster with 2 Great Northern Divers, 1 Pintail, 1 Little
Auk, 6 Goldeneye, 1 Great crested Grebe , 1 Great Skua, 15 Pomarine Skuas, 9 Long tailed Duck, 1 Little Gull
and 3 Sooty Shearwaters all displaced in the wind.
This same wind may have also kick started the arrival of large numbers of Waxwings into the county. Over the
week, 350 were in Ashington with many more scattered right up the length of our coast. Like a plague of locusts,
they all too soon stripped any available rowans berries and headed off SW looking for more.

Figure 1: Waxwings at Ashington.

Also noted during the second week of November were a few Bramblings and Woodcocks were also seen in
wooded areas around Howick.
On 13th November, a run down to Warkworth was very quiet, saved at the final whistle by the sight of 24
Whooper Swans and 64 Black tailed Godwits in a stubble field next to the golf club. 64 is a very good Black
tailed Godwit count at any time of year.

Figure 2: 64 Black tailed Godwits at Warkworth. Go on on count them!

On 19th a late Red Admiral was basking in weak sunshine on some ivy in the village while two days later a
Peacock was flushed from its hibernation in a log pile before being relocated to a more suitable spot in an
outhouse.
Whilst no moth trapping was done, December Moth, Mottled Umber and Winter Moth came to the kitchen
light.
A morning down at Seaton Point and Boulmer on 20th was interesting when a nice Water Pipit turned up in a
flock of 20 Rock Pipits on the tide line just south of Seaton Point steps.

Figure 3: Water Pipit field notes.

The first big storm of winter came on Monday 21st with a lot of rain flooding our ditches around the village. Still,
‘its an ill wind’ they say, and these very floods pushed a nice Water Rail into viewing position on the edge of our
village wood on 27th. These birds are annual winter visitors to Howick, but it takes hard snow or floods to make
them visible…

Figure 4: Water Rail sketch at Howick Village Wood

The birding month ended with a trip to Beadnell on 27th where a female Scaup close in off the harbour, 40
Sanderling and a Merlin around the kilns while further off the point were a pair of Long tailed Ducks and several
Red throated Divers.
Have a Merry Christmas everyone, see you in the New Year!
Stewart Sexton, Howick.

Invertebrate Corner
Springtails:
Springtails are six-legged invertebrates originally thought of as primitive insects, but now formally assigned to
their own Class (Collembola) within the Phylum Arthropoda. Springtails are small, generally less than 3 mm (see
photo), and are most commonly found in moist terrestrial habitats, such as humus or soil. Here, they perform a
vital role in fragmenting organic matter which then becomes more accessible to biodegrading microorganisms.
They also eat micro-fungi, pollen and algae. It has been estimated that an acre of land may contain many million
springtails, with a cubic metre of topsoil containing 100,000.

A distinguishing anatomical feature is a tubular appendage (the collophore) on the underside of the abdomen.
Their formal name, Collembola, is derived from the Greek ‘colle’ meaning ‘glue’ and ‘embolon’ meaning ‘piston’
which refer to this appendage. Two other structures, the furcula and tenaculum, form a unique spring mechanism
(the former acting as a lever latched under tension to the latter) which, when released, strikes the ground and
flicks the whole animal upwards. This acts as an escape device, although there is no directional control.
Springtails are very widely distributed and are one of the few groups of hexapod that are as well represented in
temperate regions as in the tropics. They are often found in very harsh climates and occur in both the Antarctica
and Arctic. Many species are ubiquitous. For example, Isotomurus palustris (see photo) which lives on the
surface of stagnant waters, is found on all continents which support such habitats. If conditions are right, this
species can occur in large numbers (see photo).

Anatomy of a springtail

Isotomurus palustris

A mass of Isotomurus on the surface of a small puddle

At the other end of the scale, some species such as Axelsonia littoralis, are limited to highly specialised habitats,
namely coral reefs in Australia. Other specialists occur in caves, in groundwater, and on glaciers (where they are
known as ‘snow fleas’) (see photo).

“Snow fleas”

There is considerable colour variation amongst species (see photos below).

And even ...

... from Australia.
Springtails are harmless to people but can, if the soil is kept too wet, infest houseplants and greenhouses. A
limited number of species can become crop-specific pests. Moisture control is the best cure, as insecticides are
not that effective. Natural predators include spiders, beetles and mites.
Roughly 8,200 species have been described worldwide, with 250 of these occurring in the U.K. Fossil springtails
have been found as far back as 400 million years (see photo, below, of a 25 million-year-old springtail trapped in
amber). Unlike most insects, springtails have no larval or pupal stages, with newly hatched individuals resembling
small versions of the adults.
A springtail trapped in amber (from the Dominican Republic)
Dudley Williams
Newton on the Moor

What wildlife to look for in January 2017
As I write this the frosts have returned after a 24 hour period when we had 3 inches of rain in the Alnwick area. Strangely,
this deluge brought an insight to what happen to our House martin in August. The majority of the rain on that day came
in from a strange direction – North North East. It battered the north side of the house and entering the house via our
letter-box. It also soften the mud on our House martin’s nest which eventually collapsed. On clearing up, we discovered
straw and an egg of a House sparrow on top of a clutch of four white House martin’s eggs. Whilst we were in the Hebrides,
another battle between the Martins and the Sparrows had taken place. This time the Sparrows had won – the mud nest
had a new occupant. The House martins left early. Here is hoping that they will return to rebuild another nest on 5 front
Street in 2017.
What to look for: wintering falcons e.g. Peregrines and Merlins.
The turn of the New Year can be a mixed bag of weather but there can be some glorious frosty days. There is nothing
better than getting out into the fresh air and walking off the last of the Christmas chocolates. Both of these falcons can be
encountered just about anywhere in our area, whether it be on the coast or on farmland.
Peregrine
This is a large and powerful avian predator with long broad pointed wings and a relatively short tail. The adults are blue-grey
above and black on top of the head with obvious black
moustache that contrasts with its white face. In flight it
is fast and agile when chasing down prey. I have watched
an adult female Peregrine stoop on a flock of Pink-footed
geese in the north of the County –that was simply breathtaking. More usually the best places to watch this species
is where there are lots of birds e.g. on an estuary such
as Fenham Flats. One of the last occasions I watched a
peregrine hunting, it stunned a Teal and by the time it has
righted itself on the ground the female was on top of it.
It does not always go to plan – several years ago I was
watching a Grey plover which kept looking upwards. Sure
enough there was a Peregrine high in the sky. The Plover stood its ground and for the next 5 minutes the Peregrine made
at least 5 attempts to catch the bird. After each stoop the Grey Plover wandered further into the water until you could only
see its head. Eventually the Peregrine gave up and the grey Plover walked out of the water and shook itself down. I have
also witnessed this behaviour in Redshank and Bar-tailed godwits! A tip for looking for Peregrines; watch the behaviour of
other birds – sky watching by waders often reveals this hunter.
Merlin
This is a smaller version of the above. The Merlin is a compact, dashing falcon with a long square-cut tail and broadbased pointed wings. The males is a blue colour on its mantle with pale and slightly streaked underside. The female and
immature birds are brown on the mantle and tail. This is bird that needs a little patients and luck when looking for them.
One tip is to search posts, fallen timber or raised areas on flat ground. The battle between a Merlin and its prey especially
meadow pipits or Skylarks puts me in mind of an aerial dog-fight – the prey trying to gain height as quickly as possible and
stay above the predator. The Merlin trying to get above the prey. These pursuits can take some time and it is not always
the Merlin that takes the prize. A Merlin hunting a pipit or Skylark is probably one of my favourite hunting sequence.

Male Merlin

Female/immature Merlin

On behalf of Alnwick Wildlife Group, I wish you all a merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.		

Jack Daw.

SIGHTINGS NOVEMBER 2016
BIRDS

Great-northern Diver
Red-throated Diver
Cormorant
Bittern
Little Egret
Whooper Swan
Pink-footed Goose
Brent Goose
Barnacle Goose
Red-breasted Merganser
Long-tailed Duck
Scaup
Common Scoter
Shoveler
Wigeon
Pochard
Gadwall
Tufted Duck
Goldeneye
Hen Harrier
Common Buzzard
Goshawk
Merlin
Peregrine
Grey Partridge
Water Rail
Woodcock
Avocet
Lapwing
Sanderling
Bar-tailed Godwit
Curlew
Purple Sandpiper
Little Auk
Barn Owl
Kingfisher
Shore Lark

1 at Guile Point on 13th 1 at Seaton Point on 21st
1 at Guile Point on 13th 1 near Boulmer on 19th 2 at Longhoughton Steel on 21st
2 at Beadnell on 27th 1 off Stag Rocks on 29th
1 at Monks House Pool on 1st
1 at East Chevington on 27th
1 at Branton Ponds from 29th 1 at Monks House Pool on 1st 1 at Budle Bay on 8th
2 at Holy Island causeway on 20th
5 at Lesbury on 26th
2000 at Doddington on 20th
1430 at Fenham Flats on 13th 400 at Holy Island causeway on 20th
350 at Fenham Flats on 13th
14 at Guile Point on 13th 8 off Stag Rocks on 20th and 2 on 29th 1 at East
Chevington on 23rd
1 at Branton Ponds on 8th and 2 on 9th 6 at Guile Point on 13th 2 at Beadnell on
27th 18 at Stag Rocks on 29th 1 at East Chevington on 14th
1 at Beadnell on 27th 1 at Cresswell Pond on 12th
13 at Beadnell on 27th
2 at Branton Ponds on 23rd and 3 on 25th and at least 5 by 30th
203 at Branton Ponds on 13th 1400 at Fenham Flats on 13th
1 at East Chevinton on 23rd
13 at Branton Ponds on 13th 10 at Hedgeley Lakes on 13th
50+ at Branton Ponds on 21st
20 at Branton Ponds on 21st
1 near Widdrington on 14th
2 at Yearle all month 5 over Harehope on 14th and 15th
1 on 25th
1 at Beadnell Harbour on 27th
1 at Seahouses on 27th
33 at Ratcheugh on 16th
1 at Howick on 27th
1 at Hannah’s Hill on 8th and 2 on 12th
1 at Cresswell Pond on 12th
240 at Hedgeley Lakes on 13th 300 at Fenham Flats on 13th 100 at Smeafield on
28th
33 at Fenham Flats on 13th 35+ at Beadnell on 27th
550 at Fenham Flats on 13th 2 at Monks House Pool on 1st
500+ at Smeafield on 7th and again on 25th
110 at Stag Rocks on 1st 1 at Seaton Point on 28th
1 flying north at Seahouses on 1st
1 at Alnwick on 23rd
2 at Branton Ponds on 13th and 1 on 20th 1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 20th 1 at East
Chevington on 27th 1 at Cresswell Pond on 12th 1 on River Breamish on 23rd
7 at East Chevington on 26th and 27th still there at beginning of November

Rock Pipit
Water Pipit
Waxwing
Stonechat
Redwing
Fieldfare
Willow Tit
Long-tailed Tit
Treecreeper
Nuthatch
Starling
Raven
Bullfinch
Brambling
Siskin
MAMMALS
Roe Deer
Red Squirrel

20 at Seaton Point on 21st
1 at Seaton Point on 21st
4 at Branton Ponds on 7th 60 at North Seaton on 10th 1 at Branton Ponds on 29th
2 at Lesbury on 25th
1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 20th
12 at Smeafield on 10th 55 at East Lilburn on 30th
150 at East Lilburn on 22nd and 150 at Beanley on 23rd
1 at Branton Ponds on 24th
14 at Yearle on 16th
2 at Branton Ponds on 24th
At Harehope Hillend all month on feeders
200 at Beanley on 23rd
1 at Branton Ponds on 20th and 2 on 25th 1 at Black Lough on 27th 1 over Bewick
Moor on 8th
8+ at Branton Ponds on 30th 1 at Smeafield on 30th 1 at Ingram Rectory on 29th
1 at Seahouses on 15th 2 at Yearle on 22nd and 29th
6 at Branton Ponds on 30th
2 at Branton Ponds on 13th
1 at Branton Ponds on 30th 1 at Hadston on 13th

INVERTEBRATES

Red Admiral
Peacock
Speckled Wood
RAINFALL
OBSERVERS

1 at Titlington Mount on 14th
1 at Titlington Mount on 14th
1 in Howick Woods on 11th
121 mm
G&R Bell, J Clark, I&K Davison, G Dodds, P Jobson, M McMahon,
J Panton, R&J Poppleton, S Reay, J Rutter, S Sexton, D Taylor,
J Wilson, NNBC.

The following pictures were accidentally missed from last months article Micro-moths – Pyralidae (1)
[Editors apologies for the error]

Brown China-mark Elophila nymphaeata

Beautiful China-mark Nymphula nitidulata

Fairly common. July-August.

Increasing common: July-August

Wingspan: 24-28 mm

Wingspan: 25- 30 mm

Water Veneer Acentria ephemerella
Rarely seen: July-August
Wingspan: 12-16mm
Alan Fairclough

